Power-law regimes are found with slopes of 1.33 for dissolved oxygen and 1.68 for temperature at high frequencies (between 1.2 and 12 hours) with both close to 1.9 for lower frequencies (time scales from 2 to 100 days).
Introduction
wave data. They found that the HHT method detects more energy in lower 40 frequencies, leading to a lower average frequency in HHT spectra than us-41 ing the Fourier framework. Dätig and Schlurmann (2004) showed that the
42
HHT method can used to study nonlinear waves using instantaneous fre- In the following, the methodology is presented and then its application 47 is illustrated on the chosen time series. Section 2 presents the Hilbert- 
60
The HHT consists of two steps. The first step is the so-called 'empirical 61 mode decomposition', which separates a multi-scale time series into a sum 62 of intrinsic mode functions without a priori basis assumption (Huang et al., 63 1998; . In the second step, the Hilbert spec- 
83
To be an IMF, an approximation to the so-called mono-component sig- 
94
Construct a lower envelope e min (t) by using the local minima; 95 3 define the mean value m 1 (t) = (e max (t) + e min (t))/2; 96 4 remove the mean value from the signal, providing the local detail
5 check if the component h 1 (t) satisfies the above conditions to be an 99 IMF. If yes, take it as the first IMF C 1 (t) = h 1 (t). This IMF mode is 100 then removed from the original signal and the first residual, r 1 (t) = 101 x(t) −C 1 (t) is taken as the new series in step 1. If h 1 (t) is not an IMF, 102 a procedure called the "sifting process" is applied as many times as 103 necessary to obtain an IMF (not detailed here).
104
By construction, the number of extrema decreases when going from one 105 residual to the next; the above algorithm ends when the residual has only 106 one extrema, or is constant, and in this case no more IMF can be extracted; 107 the complete decomposition is then achieved in a finite number of steps.
108
The analyzed signal x(t) is finally written as the sum of mode time series 109 C i (t) and the residual r n (t):
Based on a dyadic filter bank property of the EMD algorithm, the number 111 of IMF modes is estimated as
where L is the length of the data in points (Flandrin et 2011). In this complementary step, the Hilbert transform is used to con-124 struct the analytical signal, i.e.,
in which P is the Cauchy principle value (Cohen, 1995 
in which A(t) = |C(t)| is the modulus and θ(t) = arctan(IM(C(t))/RE(C(t)))
129
is the instantaneous phase function (Cohen, 1995 detailed physical meaning of h(ω) is still to be fully characterized.
161
Another way to estimate h(ω) is based on the joint probability density 
Time Dependent Intrinsic Correlation

172
The classical global expression for the correlation, applied to non-stationary 
where Corr is the cross correlation coefficient of two time series and t
is the sliding window. The minimum sliding window 191 size for the local correlation estimation is chosen as
where T 1i and T 2j are the instantaneous periods T = ω −1 , and n is any pos- 228
where the denominator is the nonlinear fit expressing the oxygen solubility,
229
S and T are salinity and temperature and P 1 and P 2 two polynomial de- of the sea water. 
Empirical Mode Decomposition Result
263
The EMD algorithm is applied to the two observed data sets for the practically speaking, the EEMD will introduce additional scales and bring 279 bias to the estimation of the Hilbert spectrum h(ω). Therefore the riding- 
in which L is the length of the data and n is the index. Figure 9 shows the 
Hilbert Spectrum
296
With the IMF modes obtained from EMD algorithm, the HSA can be 297 applied to each IMF mode. In this step, we first interpolate the IMF mode 
Time Dependent Intrinsic Correlation
338
The correlation between this two data sets is considered here. is calculated with a sliding window t w = 180 days, which is shown in Fig.11 
